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Abstract
Density functional theory (DFT) is used to determine the mechanism for Pd(0)
generation from pincer palladacycle pre-catalysts. The elucidated mechanisms
comprise two key steps, transmetallation and reductive elimination. It is found that
the presence of a base in the pre-catalyst activation step serves to significantly lower
the Gibbs free energy barrier of the transmetallation step and the Gibbs free energy of
the overall pre-catalyst activation.

The DFT results are used to rationalize the

catalytic activity of a number of pincer palladacycles in the Suzuki-Miyaura coupling
of sterically demanding and electronically deactivated aryl bromides with 2tolyboronic acid. A strong correlation exists between the Gibbs free energy barrier of
the transmetallation step and/or overall pre-catalyst activation energy and the
percentage conversions of the Suzuki- Miyaura coupling in the presence of the novel
pre-catalysts. The data presented suggest that the slow, controlled release of the “true,
active catalyst,” Pd(0), from the pincer palladacycle pre-catalysts provides the
optimum reaction conditions and may be achieved by a high transmetallation energy
barrier or overall pre-catalyst activation energy or both.
1. Introduction
The numerous application of palladacycles [1] in catalysis [2–4] since the discovery
of their catalytic activity by Hermann and Beller et al., [5,6] over the last two decades
cannot be overemphasized. This has become a vibrant research area amongst
academics and industrialists as evidenced by the plethora of scholarly articles and
reviews [1–4] and an excellent book [7] is now available. Of increasing significance
is the employment of these species, especially the pincer-type palladacycles (in which
a Pd-C bond is intra-molecularly stabilized by two donor atoms in a YCY’
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architecture, where C is the carbon of the Pd-C bond [8–11]) in the Suzuki-Miyaura
[12,13] (SM) and Mizoroki-Heck [14] carbon-carbon (C-C) cross-coupling reactions
which have emerged as highly important and facile routes to e.g., complex
pharmaceuticals and industrially important starting materials [7]. Symmetrical
palladacycles are attractive [1] due to their relative ease of synthesis as compared to
unsymmetrical analogues. However, the latter offer the potential for fine tuning their
reactivity and properties by adapting their ligand architectures [13].
Moreover, a number of reports in the literature assert that unsymmetrical pincer
palladacycles often exhibit higher catalytic activity than their symmetrical
counterparts

[13,15,16].

In all

cases,

palladacycles,

whether symmetrical,

unsymmetrical pincers, or of the type C-Pd-Y, are thought to be pre-catalysts and,
hence, precursors to Pd(0) [5,6,17–23] (Scheme 1 and 2).

Scheme 1. Stabilization of Pd(0) in C-Pd-Y palladacycles.

Scheme 2. Formation of Pd(0) from unsymmetrical pincer palladacycles.
In Palladacycle chemistry, the well-studied key steps that occur during the SM
reactions namely, transmetallation (TM) and reductive elimination (RE), have been
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studied via experimental [21] and theoretical (density functional theory, DFT)
investigations [24].
Herein, we present a study of the pre-catalyst activation process for SM reactions
involving palladacycles. The investigation starts with a thorough exploration of the
formation of Pd(0) from symmetric pincer palladacycles, YCY (1 – 3, Fig. 1) with
and without base, and with and without solvent effects. This is extended to model
unsymmetrical pincer YCY’ palladacycles (4 – 6, Fig. 1) to determine the effect of
different donor ligand groups on the process. Based on the conclusions from these
extensive studies on small and/or model systems, the formation mechanism of Pd(0)
from recently synthesized YCY’ pincer palladacycles (7 – 12, Fig. 1) will be
explored. Finally, the results of these theoretical investigations will be used to
rationalize catalytic testing of the newly-synthesized pincer palladacycles (7 – 12,
Fig. 1) in the SM coupling of sterically demanding and electronically deactivated aryl
bromides with phenylboronic acid. The synthesis has been reported for: 1 [25–27], 2
[28], 7a [29], 7b-f [30] and 8-11 [31].
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Fig. 1. Pincer palladacycles investigated in this study.
2. Computational Details
Calculations were performed using density functional theory as implemented in the
GAUSSIAN 09 [32] package. All Pd complexes along the reaction pathway were
considered in their singlet spin state. It was shown previously [9] that the geometric
features of pincer palladacycles can be accurately reproduced by both PBE [33–35]
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and B97XD [36], and that the ωB97XD functional provides accurate energetics due
to the inclusion of dispersion and long range corrections [37]. The detailed study of 1
- 6, along with 7a, was performed at the B97XD/6-311++G(2df,2p)[SDD]//PBE/631+G(d,p)[SDD] level of theory, and investigation of the recently synthesized pincer
palladacycles

(7a-g

-

12)

was

performed

at

the

B97XD/6-

311++G(2df,2p)[SDD]//B97XD/6-31++G(d,p)[SDD] level of theory. Here the
notation, 6-31+G(d,p)[SDD] for example, implies all non-metal atoms were described
by the standard basis set: 6-31+G(d,p) in this case, and palladium was described by
the relativistic effective core potential, SDD [38,39].
In each case, the minima and transition states on the potential energy surface (PES)
were confirmed by the absence or presence of a single imaginary vibrational
frequency mode, respectively [40] via frequency calculations performed at 298.15 K
and 1 atm. The connectivity of the transition states to their adjacent minima was
confirmed by eigenvector following calculations [41–43]. The Gibbs free energy
corrections obtained at PBE/6-31+G(d,p)[SDD] or B97XD/6-31++G(d,p)[SDD]
level of theory were applied, un-scaled, to the single point energy calculations using
B97XD/6-311++G(2df,2p)[SDD].
Solvent effects were included using the polarizable continuum model (PCM) [44,45]
with the continuous surface charge formalism of Scalmani and Frisch [46]. Solvent
corrections were obtained for the gas-phase optimized geometries using the selfconsistent reaction field (SCRF) with Universal Force Field (UFF) atomic radii at the
B97XD/6-311++G(2df,2p)[SDD] level of theory. For 1-6 the non-polar solvents
toluene ( = 2.374), tetrahydrofuran ( = 7.426) and the polar solvent acetonitrile ( =
35.688) were investigated. However, after this initial study was performed it was
found that, experimentally, o-xylene was the solvent of choice, and so for 7a-12 oxylene ( = 2.545) and acetonitrile ( = 35.688) were investigated. For comparison
purposes, 7a was calculated with all four solvents for the mechanism without base.
A topological analysis of the electron density was performed using Bader’s Quantum
Theory of Atoms in Molecules (QTAIM) [47] method as implemented in the
Multiwfn program [48]. In doing this, the B97XD level of theory was employed and
the ECP was replaced with an all electron basis set, DGDZVP [49] to generate the
wavefunction and hence, obtain reliable QTAIM parameters, i.e., the B97XD/6311++G(2df,2p)[DGDZVP] level of theory was used.
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3. Results and Discussion
The formation of Pd(0), believed to occur prior to catalysis in SM cross-coupling
reactions employing palladacycles [22,23,50], was investigated by considering the
reaction of each pincer palladacycle with phenylboronic acid (Scheme 3).

Scheme 3. Formation of Pd(0) from the reaction of pincer palladacycles and
phenylboronic acid; A. without base and B. with base.
3.1. Pd(0) formation from pincer palladacycles
3.1.1. Base-free formation of Pd(0) from symmetrical pincer palladacycles
A proposed general mechanism of Pd(0) formation from 1-3 based on Scheme 3A is
presented in Scheme 4 and the reaction energy profiles are presented in Fig. 2. The
Pd(0) formation mechanism from the symmetrical pincer complexes begins with the
non-covalent interaction between the pincer and the phenylboronic species leading to
the stabilization and orientation [51–53] of intermediate one (Int1A) from 3 (PCP)
while that from 1 (SCS) and 2 (NCN) are slightly destabilized relative to the
reactants.
The transmetallation (TM) step which involves the cleavage of the halide ligand from
the Pd(II) centre as the organic moiety (aryl ring) is transferred to the Pd(II) centre
from boron, occurs via a concerted four-centered transition state [54,55], TS1-2A,
with an energy barrier of 208.8, 202.2 and 289.4 kJ mol-1 respectively for 1, 2 and 3.
These energy barriers are in close agreement with literature precedents for the TM
step of the SM reactions in the gas-phase without base [56]. The significantly larger
TM energy barrier TS1-2A involving 3 (PCP) may be attributed to the stabilizing donating and -accepting character [9,57] of phosphines which results in stronger
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dative bonding and a greater covalent character in the Pd-P bond compared with Pd-S
and Pd-N [9]. The cleaved halide binds to the resulting electron deficient boron
species to form the boric chloride, which separates from the TM product in Int3A. In
Int2A and Int3A the symmetrical pincer complexes has one of the side arms decoordinated.

Scheme 4. Proposed general mechanism of the base-free Pd(0) formation from
symmetrical pincer palladacycles.
The reductive elimination (RE) step involves a low energy, three-centered
dissociative transition state [58,59], located at 238.5, 250.0 and 282.1 kJ mol-1 (from
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1-3 respectively) above the reactants. In this step, the two Pd-C bonds are broken to
form the new C-C bond. This is the step that reduces the Pd(II) centre in the pincers to
the Pd(0) to be released as the catalyst needed for catalysis in cross-coupling reactions
[22,23]. In the case of 1 and 3 the RE step leads to the re-coordination of the
previously de-coordinated side arm in Int4A located at 65.8 and 66.6 kJ mol-1 above
the reactants (for 1 and 3 respectively) before proceeding to Int5A via TS4-5A which
involves a second de-coordination step of one of the stabilizing side arms preparatory
to the release of the reduced metal for catalysis. However, in the case of 2 (NCN)
Int5A results directly from the RE transition state. Int5A is located at 52.3, 87.0 and
108.6 kJ mol-1 above the reactants in the reaction of 1-3, respectively [60].

Fig. 2. The gas-phase Gibbs free energy profiles for the Pd(0) formation reaction of 13 in the absence of base (Scheme 4) obtained at the B97XD/6311++G(2df,2p)[SDD]//PBE/6-31+G(d,p)[SDD] level of theory.
In summary, the overall reaction leading to the formation of the active catalyst from
symmetrical pincer palladacycles is found to be endergonic with an overall energetic
cost of 173.0, 171.0 and 284.9 kJ mol-1, for 1 (SCS), 2 (NCN) and 3 (PCP),
respectively. It is found that the TM step has the largest energy barrier indicating that
this is the rate-determining step of the pre-catalyst activation process of 1-3 resulting
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from Scheme 3A. Therefore, the reaction will more readily occur for 2 and 1 when
compared to 3 for the reaction shown in Scheme 3A.
3.1.2. Formation of Pd(0) from symmetrical pincer palladacycles in the presence of a
base
The proposed general mechanism of Pd(0) formation from 1-3 based on Scheme 3B
is presented in Scheme 5.

Scheme 5. Proposed general mechanism of Pd(0) formation from symmetrical pincer
palladacycles in the presence of a base.
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A widely reported role of the base in SM reactions is to attack the phenylboronic acid
to form the boronate species (R-B(OH)3−) [56,61,62], which then goes into the
reaction as the nucleophile in place of the phenylboronic acid as illustrated. The Pd(0)
formation reaction begins with a weak intermolecular interaction of the reacting
species leading to Int1B. Except for the interaction of 1 (SCS) for which Int1B is
slightly destabilized, the intermediate is stabilized, (and to a similar extent: 29 and 27
kJmol-1 for 2 (NCN) and 3 (PCP), respectively). A possible explanation for this
occurrence in Int1B for 2 and 3 is the greater hydrogen bonding interactions of the
boronate species with the donor ligands. This is evidenced by the number of bond
paths and bond critical points (BCPs) in the molecular graph of the intermediate from
the result of its QTAIM analysis (see Supplementary information). The next step of
the reaction is the removal of the halide ligand from the Pd(II) coordination sphere via
a substitution nucleophilic bimolecular (SN2) step, TS1-2B to generate Int2B with a
Pd-O bond. TS1-2B has a low energy barrier of 10.6, 31.6 and 28.5 kJ mol-1 for the
reaction involving 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Int2B transforms to Int3B by a barrier-less
rearrangement of the borate in the Pd(II) co-ordination sphere.
The TM step via TS3-4B, and the RE step via TS5-6B, and the remaining steps of the
Pd(0) formation process essentially follow the same mechanism as the base-free
reaction, including the additional re-coordination of the previously de-coordinated
side arm in Int6B in the case of the mechanism for 1 and 3, and the absence of this
step for the mechanism of 2 (NCN) where Int7B results directly from the RE
transition state, as depicted in Fig. 3.
However, the TM energy barrier for this mechanism has an energy barrier of 93.5,
105.5 and 162.0 kJ mol-1 for the reaction of 1, 2 and 3, respectively. This is a
significantly lower energy barrier for the TM step compared to the base-free
mechanism discussed in 3.1.1.
Although the energies relative to the reactants differ significantly, the RE energy
barrier for the reaction of 1 (SCS), 2 (NCN) and 3 (PCP), respectively, is 91.8, 108.6
and 55.7 kJmol-1 (Fig. 3) and is almost identical to the base-free values of 91.8, 108.7,
and 55.7 kJmol-1 (Fig. 2). The energy barriers of the RE step obtained in this work are
similar to those previously reported for the same step of C-C cross-coupling reactions
[63,64].
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Fig. 3. The gas-phase Gibbs free energy diagrams for the Pd(0) formation reaction of
1-3 in the presence of base (Scheme 5) obtained at the B97XD/6311++G(2df,2p)[SDD]//PBE/6-31+G(d,p)[SDD] level of theory.
Similarly, the energy barriers for the last step, TS6-7B before the release of the
catalyst from 1 and 3, 63.0 and 105.9 kJ mol-1 respectively are identical to the values
for the barrier to TS4-5A for the base-free mechanism discussed in 3.1.1.
In summary, the preceding discussion reveals that the primary role of the base in the
reaction is to significantly lower the energy barrier of the TM step to enable the Pd(0)
formation from the pincers to be initiated more readily at a lower thermodynamic
cost. This effect of the base on the TM step of SM reactions has been reported
previously in the literature [56,61,62]. Furthermore, the TM energy barrier is now of a
similar magnitude to the barrier for RE. Additionally, although the process is still
endergonic, the overall reaction energy has decreased from 173.0, 171.0 and 284.9 kJ
mol-1 in the absence of base to 104.1, 85.3, and 216.0 kJ mol-1 in the presence of base
for reactions of 1, 2 and 3, respectively.
3.1.3. Formation of Pd(0) from model unsymmetrical pincer palladacycles, with and
without base
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The unsymmetrical pincer palladacycles, YCY’, 4 - 6, Fig. 1, were investigated to
determine the role and/or effect of the donor ligands on the reaction mechanisms in
Scheme 3A and 3B. The full schemes and energy profiles are provided in the
Supplementary Information. As discussed in Section 3.1.1 the base-free mechanism
(Scheme 4) involves de-coordination of a donor ligand arm from Pd(II) to facilitate
transmetallation and reductive elimination. In the case of an unsymmetrical pincer
palladacycle, where Y ≠ Y’, either arm can potentially de-coordinate from the Pd(II)
centre in the TM step of the mechanism based on Scheme 3A, each leading to the
active catalyst following the same mechanism discussed in the previous sections. For
4 and 5 this was the case, but for 6 (PCS) only the reaction involving sulfur decoordination from the Pd(II) centre was found. In the case of the base-free reaction
mechanism for 5 (PCN), an additional step was required when the phosphine arm of
the pincer de-coordinated from the Pd(II) centered in the TM step. This then involved
a re-coordination of the phosphine arm via a rotational barrier, which leads to the
same intermediate as that which results from the mechanism involving the other arm
of the complex de-coordinating first.
Furthermore, when the pincer palladacycle has a S or P containing group, an
additional de-coordination step occurs after the RE step (as previously for 1 (SCS)
and 3 (PCP) via TS4-5A) which also leads to two routes depending on whether Y or
Y’ is involved in the second de-coordination step prior to the release of the reduced
metal for catalysis. In all cases, the key features of Pd(0) formation from the pincers
remains the same as that discussed in 3.1.1. The energy profile for 4 (SCN) is
provided in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. The gas-phase Gibbs free energy profiles for the base-free Pd(0) formation
reaction of 4 (SCN) at the B97XD/6-311++G(2df,2p)[SDD]//PBE/631+G(d,p)[SDD] level of theory. Path-a = N de-coordinates first from Pd at TM,
Path-b = S de-coordinates first from Pd at TM, route I = N de-coordinates first from
Pd and route II = S de-coordinates first from Pd.
In the case of the mechanism of Pd(0) formation based on Scheme 3B only one side
arm was found to de-coordinate in the TM step prior to the RE step and remained decoordinated through the remaining key steps of the process. In each case the stronger
Pd-Y bond remained coordinated, i.e., Pd-P in the case of 5 (PCN) and 6 (PCS), and
Pd-S in case of 4 (SCN) [30].
In summary, the elucidated Pd(0) formation mechanisms from the previously
reported, 1 and 2, and model, 3 - 6, simple pincer palladacycles indicate that the
mechanism involves two key steps, TM and RE. For all the elucidated routes, the TM
is most probably the rate-determining step based on its activation energy barrier
compared to that for the RE step. From the reaction energy profiles of the respective
pincers, 1 - 6, obtained with and without base, it is observed that the primary role of
the base in the process is to significantly lower both the energy barrier of the TM step
and the overall Gibbs free energy of reaction for easy release of the requisite Pd(0)
catalyst for SM coupling reactions. Furthermore, for all the unsymmetrical pincer
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complexes, only one route is obtained in the presence of a base prior to TM, contrary
to the base-free mechanism.
3.1.4. Solvation effects on the Pd(0) formation pathways
The effect of solvation on the generation of Pd(0) from the pincer complexes 1 – 6
has been investigated using the PCM model with the non-polar solvents: toluene ( =
2.374) and tetrahydrofuran ( = 7.426), and the polar solvent acetonitrile ( = 35.688).
Table 1 presents the solvent-corrected TM and RE energy barrier (ΔG‡) and the
overall Gibbs free energy of reaction (ΔGr) of the Pd(0) formation process for 1 which
is indicative of the trend for all palladacycles 1 – 6.
Table 1. The Gibbs free energy barriers, ΔG‡ for the TM and RE steps, and the Gibbs
free energy of reaction, ΔGr (in kJ mol-1) for 1 (SCS) without base (Scheme 3A) and
with base (Scheme 3B) in solvent.
Solvent
PdSCS
Step
Gas Phase Toluene
THF
Acetonitrile
Base-free
TM
208.8
217.3
223.2
226.0
RE
91.8
98.9
105.5
109.3
173.0
186.7
197.7
203.0
ΔGr
93.5
98.7
103.1
105.2
With base
TM
91.8
98.8
105.4
109.3
RE
104.1
57.1
39.8
35.1
ΔGr
The solvent-corrected energy calculated at each stationary point along each of the
reaction profiles is provided in the Supplementary Information. It can be seen in
Table 1 that the effect of the solvent correction on both the reaction barriers (ΔG‡ of
TM, RE) and the base-free reaction energy (ΔGr for the reaction) is to increase the
energy, making the reaction slightly less favorable. The solvent correction increases
marginally as the applied solvent static dielectric constant is increased.
In the presence of base, the trends in the reaction barriers follow a similar pattern,
however, the reaction energy (ΔGr) decreases with increasing solvent field (Table 1)
and the energies vary significantly with the applied solvent field. This is attributed to
the stabilization of the free halide ligand, and hence the reaction, by the solvent. It is
clear from this analysis that the inclusion of solvent effects is crucial when
considering the mechanism with base.
A summary of the activation energy barriers for the TM and the RE and the overall
reaction energies of 1 - 6 leading to Pd(0) formation for catalysis in the SM coupling
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reactions including solvent corrections (toluene and acetonitrile) in the presence of
base is presented in Table 2. Also included for comparison are the TM and RE energy
barrier and the overall reaction energy of 7a with solvent the corrections using oxylene and acetonitrile.
Table 2. The ΔG‡ for TM, RE and ΔGr (in kJ mol-1) of the Pd(0) formation reaction
of 1-6 obtained at the ωB97XD/6-311++G(2df,2p)[SDD]//PBE/6-31+G(d,p)[SDD]
level
of
theory
and
7a
obtained
at
the
ωB97XD/6311++G(2df,2p)[SDD]//ωB97XD/6-31++G(d,p)[SDD] level of theory with solvent
corrections (in toluene and acetonitrile) in the presence of a base.
Pincer
ΔG‡ (TM)
Complex
Toluene
Acetonitrile
1 SCS
98.7
105.2
2 NCN
107.9
106.0
3 PCP
163.1
163.7
4 SCN
122.3
117.5
5 PCN
127.9
124.7
6 PCS
119.0
114.1
7a SCN
99.7*
102.4
* Solvent correction in o-xylene

ΔG‡ (RE)
Toluene
Acetonitrile
98.8
109.3
114.7
125.1
62.3
70.6
91.9
101.0
85.4
96.0
89.9
102.5
95.4*
103.3

ΔGr
Toluene
Acetonitrile
57.1
35.1
43.6
29.4
169.4
147.2
52.8
37.8
124.2
109.8
110.9
97.2
71.6*
53.9

3.2. Formation of Pd(0) from novel unsymmetrical pincer palladacycles for SM
coupling reactions
Based on the analysis presented in the previous sections, it can be concluded that the
presence of base and the inclusion of solvent effects have a significant effect on the
energetics of the reaction mechanism for the formation of Pd(0) from palladacycles.
In this section, the formation of Pd(0) from the recently synthesized pincer
palladacycles 7 – 12 is considered. Only the mechanism with base (Scheme 3B) is
investigated (with the exception of 7a for which both mechanisms were considered,
see Supplementary Information) and solvent corrections are included using the PCM
model with the solvent o-xylene ( = 2.545), which has a similar dielectric constant to
toluene ( = 2.374) and was used in the experimental section to follow, and
acetonitrile ( = 35.688). Due to the increasing steric demand in 7 – 12, the
geometries of 7 – 11 and 12* (where 12* is 12 with iPr groups replaced with H) were
optimized using the B97XD exchange-correlation functional as discussed in the
computational details.
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The optimized structures, depicting the stereo-chemistry for the formation of Pd(0)
from 7a is provided in Fig. 5. The key transition states and important intermediates
are representative of those obtained in all the pathways with base.

+ PhB(OH)3Reactants

TS1-2

Int1

Int2
- Cl-

- B(OH)3

Int5

Int6

TS3-4 (TM)

Int4

Int7

TS6-7 (RE)

Int3

TS7-8

+ Pd(0)

Products

Int8

Fig. 5. The geometry-optimized structures obtained along the reaction mechanism
pathway for Pd(0) formation from 7a in the presence of a base. The pathway follows
in essence Scheme 5 but contains an addition step Int 5 to Int 6 (via a transition state
not calculated).
The mechanism follows in essence Scheme 5, however the product of the TM step
does not have a de-coordinated side arm (see Int4, Fig. 5). Nevertheless, it does go
through a de-coordination step prior to the RE to obtain (see Int6, Fig. 5, which
corresponds to the Int5 structure in Scheme 5). A summary of the TM and RE energy
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barriers and overall reaction energies (solvent corrected using o-xylene) are presented
in Table 3 and discussed in the context of the experimental catalytic activity in the
next section.
3.3. Rationalization of the catalytic activity of the newly synthesized unsymmetrical
pincer palladacycles
The catalytic activity in the SM coupling reaction of some of the recently synthesized
unsymmetrical pincer palladacycles, 7-12, was examined using the pincers as the precatalysts. The pincer complexes investigated here were 7a-c,e,f and 8b-12 (Table 3).
3.3.1. Effect of asymmetry on the catalytic activity of palladacycles
A summary of the catalysis results is shown in Table 3. Also in Table 3 is the
catalytic activity of previously reported palladacycles: a symmetrical NCN pincer
palladacycle 14 [65], a symmetrical SCS pincer palladacycle 15 [25] and the
Herrmann-Beller palladacycle 16 [5,6] to provide a comparison of the present data
with symmetrical pincer palladacycles (structures presented in Fig. 6).
The results collectively show that amongst the novel pre-catalysts, the N’CN and
PCN (i.e., 8b - 11) pincer palladacycles achieve the highest % conversions of the
reacting species while the SCN (7a-c, 7e and 7f) pincers achieve the lowest GC
conversions. The single PCS (12) pincer complex is found to have intermediate
catalytic activity between the highest and lowest. The data in Table 3 reveal that the
transmetallation and reductive elimination energy barriers of the N’CN pincer
palladacycles (8b and 9) are larger than those of the SCN pincer palladacycles,
resulting in the much higher catalytic activity.
A striking feature of the data presented in Table 3 is the higher overall reaction
energy (ΔGr) for the PCN (10 and 11) pincer palladacycles. It is likely that this is a
significant factor in the high catalytic activity exhibited by the PCN pincer
palladacycles. This is possibly the reason for the longevity of phosphinite
palladacycles [18,19] and hence their high catalytic activity. The transmetallation
barrier for the PCN pincer palladacycle 10 on the other hand, is similar to the SCN
palladacycles tested in this study.
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Table 3. Catalytic activity of the pincer complexes 7 - 12 compared to the calculated
TM, RE barrier and overall reaction energy (kJ mol-1) elucidated for their Pd(0)
formation. Also presented are the literature data for three symmetrical pincer
palladacycles, 14 – 16 (see Fig. 6 for details).
ΔG‡(TM) ΔG‡(RE)
ΔGr
13 (%)
PdYCY’
Y
Y’
2-NC5H4
MeSCH2
99.7
95.4
72.4
79
7a
2-NC5H4
EtSCH2
97.4
83.8
83.0
64
7b
2-NC5H4
PrSCH2
101.3
88.2
84.1
79
7c
2-NC5H4
(p-MeC6H4)SCH2
104.3
91.7
59.9
39
7e
2-NC5H4 (p-MeOC6H4)SCH2
98.1
96.6
61.6
37
7f
2-NC5H4
Et2NCH2
129.1
112.0
88.3
98
8b
2-NC5H4
(OC4H8)NCH2
127.0
111.9
71.5
99
9
2-NC5H4
(C6H4)2PO
95.7
73.0
148.5
94
10
2-NC5H4
(C6H4)2POCH2
117.4
66.3
152.3
97
11
i
MeSC6H4
( Pr)2PO
99.2*
55.4*
73.5*
85
12
Me2NCH2
Me2NCH2
98
14
PhSCH2
PhSCH2
47
15
+
+
57
16
* The iPr groups in 12 were replaced with hydrogen (12*) in the calculation.
+ Hermann-Beller complex (16) see Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. Palladacycles whose catalytic activity is compared with those of the
unsymmetrical pincers investigated in the present study.
The PCS pincer palladacycle (12*, with the iPr groups replaced with H) has a similar
overall reaction energy and transmetallation energy barrier to the SCN pincer
palladacycles, and a slightly lower reductive elimination energy barrier than the NCP
pincer palladacycles. It is possible that this model system 12* predicts a slightly
smaller activity than the intermediate catalytic activity observed for 12.
3.3.2. Effect of substituents on the catalytic activity of the novel palladacycles
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To determine the effect of the substituents on the thioether arm on the percentage (%)
gas chromatographic (GC) conversions of the reactants during catalysis the
application of 7a-c, 7e and 7f in the SM reaction (Table 3) was considered. A
summary of the results along with their TM and RE energy barriers and overall
reaction energies (solvent corrected using o-xylene) are presented in Table 3. The
results indicate that the palladacycles with alkyl substituted thioether side arms (7a-c)
achieved higher % conversion of the reacting species than those with aryl substituted
thioether side arms (7e,f), despite there being no discernible difference in the
calculated rate-determining TM energy barrier or the RE energy barrier. However,
there is a significant difference in the calculated overall reaction energies between 7ac (72 – 84 kJmol-1) and 7e and 7f (59 – 62 kJmol-1). The least endergonic and
therefore, the most favorable for pre-catalyst activation were 7e and 7f. These also
achieved the lower % conversions in comparison to 7a-c.
In summary, the results presented in this section suggest that the ability to allow a
slow, controlled release of the catalytically active Pd(0) is a possible way of
improving the catalytic coupling in the SM reactions. This controlled release is
facilitated by a high TM barrier (as in the case of the N’CN pincer palladacycles) or
by a highly endergonic reaction energy (as in the case of the PCN pincer
palladacycles). Facile formation of Pd(0) can lead to the formation of inactive
palladium black [66]. The agglomeration of palladium nano-particles to form
catalytically inactive palladium black is a key catalyst deactivation route [67,68].
Bedford et al., [19] also attributed higher catalyst activity to longevity of the precatalyst. The decreased catalytic activity by 7e and 7f can therefore, be explained by
the relatively facile formation of Pd(0).
The data in Table 3 also show that there is no significant difference in the catalytic
activity of unsymmetrical and symmetrical pincer palladacycles. This may be because
the trans-influence [30] and/or hemilability [69,70] of the pincer ligands (and
complexes) do not affect the Pd-Cl and/or Pd-C bonds in the key TM and RE steps of
the pre-catalyst activation for catalysis.
4. Conclusions
DFT has been used to elucidate the rational mechanistic approaches to Pd(0)
generation from pincer palladacycles for catalysis in the SM cross-coupling reactions
of aryl bromides and phenylboronic acid. It was found that the presence of the base in
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the pre-catalyst activation is to significantly lower the activation energy barrier of the
TM step and overall reaction energy of the process. In addition, solvent effects are
dependent on the mechanism in question, with or without base. Furthermore, the
slow, controlled release of the “true, active catalyst” for reaction in the SM coupling
is more beneficial for the reaction and may be achieved either by a high activation
energy barrier for the TM step, or overall reaction energy of the pre-catalyst
activation process, or both. On this backdrop, a good pre-catalyst would be one that
has donor atoms that provide the large TM, RE or overall reaction energies to control
the release of catalytically active Pd(0) [9,19,57]. Finally, our investigations indicate
that there is no significant difference in the catalytic activity of unsymmetrical and
symmetrical pincer palladacycles in the SM couplings investigated.
5. Experimental Details
The solvents and chemicals used in this work were purchased from commercial
suppliers and used without further purification, with reactions taking place open to
atmosphere and moisture because of the air stability of the novel pre-catalysts. All
NMR (1H and
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C) spectra were recorded on either a Varian 400 or 500 MHz

spectrometer. GC measurements were obtained using a Perkin Elmer Auto-system XL
Gas Chromatograph, utilizing a flame ionization detector, and a Supelco MDN-5S 30
m x 0.25 mm x 0.25 µm column, with a He mobile phase. HRMS of the products of
the Suzuki-Miyaura catalysis was obtained using the EPSRC Mass Spectrometry
Service at the University of Swansea.
5.1. Suzuki-Miyaura Catalytic Tests.
2-Bromomesitylene (1 mmol), 2-tolylboronic acid (1.5 mmol), K2CO3 (2 mmol) were
added to a reaction vial and dissolved in o-xylene (3 cm3). The 0.01 mol % solution of
the tested novel pre-catalysts (7a-c, 7e, 7f, and 8b-12) in CH2Cl2 was added,
respectively. The reaction was heated at 130 °C for 6 hours after which it was diluted
with CH2Cl2 (20 cm3), washed with H2O (20 cm3) and the organic layer was collected
by passing over a hydrophobic frit. The solvent was removed in vacuo and the
product obtained as a white solid in each case. 1H NMR (500 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ
7.33 – 7.25 (m, 3H), 7.07 - 7.05 (m, 1H), 6.99 (s, 2H), 2.38 (s, 3H), 2.03 (s, 3H), 1.97
(s, 6H).
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C NMR (100 MHz, Chloroform-d) δ 140.6, 138.2, 136.3, 135.9, 135.7,

129.9, 129.2 (2C), 128.0 (2C), 126.9, 126.0, 21.1, 20.2 (2C), 19.5. HRMS (m/z).
Calculated for [C16H18]+ 210.1409. Found 210.1416.
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Appendix A. Supplementary Information
The detailed mechanisms, Gibbs free energy profiles, and tabulated energetic data
with and without solvent corrections are provided in the Supplementary Information.
Also included is the QTAIM molecular graph of Int1 for the symmetrical pincer
palladacycles 1-3 and the Cartesian coordinates for all the structures.
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